The method gives the slope of the travel time curve directly, the paramecer required for a velocity-depth determination. For this distance range it is found that although the slope of the P travel time curve decreases substantially with dirtance, i.e., increasing apparent velocity, the variation is not uniform. Two relatively abrupt changes are observed at distances of about 17 and 24 degrees. These are most readily interpreted as two second order discontinuities in the region of the mantle above 1000 km.
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Assuming an average crustal structure as derived from seismic refrac- In a later analysis of the Nevada earthquake of December 20, 1932 with considerably more date (Byerly, 1935) he noted that the P travel times showed two discontinuities at epicentral distances of about 17 and 28 degrees, the latter being clearer.
In the last few years, measurements have revealed additional evidence for discontinuities in the upper 1000 km of the mantle. A brief account of these observations is summarized by Anderson (1965) .
In recent years a number of seismometer arrays have been installed around the world, some having linear dimensions of several kilometers. The primary purpose of these installations is the improvement of signal to noise ratio to increase the capability of the detection of small events. Each array is pra. ^cally equivalent to several stations with essentially identical underlying crust and having the same azimuth from the epicenter. They can, therefore, be used for direct measurement of d t"/d /^ of various seismic phases.
The linear extent of an array which can be used for this purpose is 
ANALYSIS OF DATA
A list of the data is given in Table The data presented in Figure 3 , though illustrating the general trend, is quite scattered. This is in particular true for distances less than 15 degrees. Most of the earthquakes in this range are from off the coast of northern California and Oregon (solid circles). Paths of these earthquakes traverse the anomalous region underlying the Sierra Mountains. Also some scattering arises from the fact that P may still appear as the first arrival. Miss Lehman (1964) observed that P to the northeast of the Gnome explosion was a first arrival to epicentral distances as far as 19 degrees. The P velocity also n varies rather rapidly in different regions of the western United States. Large amplitude later arrivals may also have been picked as first arrivals. Two alternate methods were adopted to smooth the data prior to interpretation. In the first method all the observations were fitted by a single least square polynomial of degree 9, giving a standard error of estimate of 0.43 sec/deg.
In the second method the data were treated in three groups with.breaks at distances of 17 and 24 degrees. Each group was fitted by a polynomial of degree 5.
The standard error of estimate for the whole range in the latter case is reduced to 0.35 sec/deg. The discontinuous solid curve in Figure 3 resulted from the second procedure.
Due to the uncertainty in the nature of the first arrivals and high scattering of the data at distances less than 15 degrees we made use of two well established models for depths corresponding to this epicentral range. The uppermost 200 km of the mantle is alternately assumed to have P velocities suggested by
Jeffreys (see Bullen,(1963) and Gutenberg (1959) ) . Based on the preliminary results of recent seismic refraction work in the recording region (Warren et al, 1965 ), a single layered crust of 30 km thickness, having an average compressional velocity of 6.1 km/sec is also assumed. curve which has two discontinuities at distances of 17 and 24 degrees. The depths corresponding to these discontinuities are close to 320 and 640 km.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As is apparent in Figure 4 , all three models begin as the continuation of either Jeffreys or Gutenberg upper mantle (according to the assumptions made in the previous section) from a depth of about 225 km. For a good portion of the 8.
profile, models X and Y represent an average to th; Jeffreys and Gutenberg velocities and together with model Z converge to a value which is higher by about 0.2 km/sec at a depth of 800 km.
In the sectional smoothing of the data, one point at the epicentral distance of 15.9 degrees^ for which the observed dT/dA is 12,9 sec/deg, has been assumed to be a second arrival and is thus conblned' with the observations between 17 and 24 degrees (see Figure 3) . There is some arbitrariness in the way different portions of the curve meet. The accuracy of the present data is insufficient for deciding whether each portion continues along the dash-dot tail to joi ... the adjacent portion smoothly, or there is some overlapping. Clear later arrivals on some of the records suggest that the travel-time curve is multi-valued.
For the sake of computational convenience, it is here assumed that the neighboring sections of the discontinuous curve slightly overlap. The corresponding jumps in the velocity profile are quite small (0.03 and 0.06 km/sec at 320 and 640 km depths, respectively), and, in the absence of other evidence such as reflections from such first order discontinuities, may be ignored. In sketching is not expected to be more serious than other sources of error which exist in the evaluation of distances. Furthermore, with less scattered data, it Is possible to remove such bias by a process of successive approximation.
To examine the compatibility of the models with the travel times which are in common use, we have computed the variation of the transmission time with 9.
distance of these models for a focal depth of 33 km (see Anderson and Julian, 1965) . A comparison of the results of the computed time of first arrivals and JB tables is made in Figure 5 . The initial values of the residuals (atZ-=15 0 ) can be explained by ..he difference in the crustal structures and also that between From -=28 on the residuals of X and Z become negative. Such a decrease, in all three models, is due to high P velocities at depths near 80C km found here.
UNIQUENESS
Although we feel that the direct measurement and analysis of apparent velocity data is superior to the usual method of smoothing and differentiating travel-time data, particularly for the elucidation of fine structural details, there still remains a great deal of arbitrariness in the interpretation. In addition to the complications mentioned previously there is the possibility that the three regions of the P wave arrival data which we infer between 10 and 30 lö.
degrees are three separate branches which continue into the adjacent regions as later arrivals, perhaps even coalescing to form cusps. Without using later arrivals and amplitude data it is impossible to discuss the sharpness of the discontii t ui.L^es. While the gradient of velocity in each depth region is probably determined correctly, limlced only b/ the scatter of the data, the details of thA transition regions are not resolved.
Our method of analysis can be considered to give the smoothest variation of velocity consistent with our tri-partite dt'/dA. curve. The model CITll (Anderson and Toksüz, 1963 ; Anderson, 1965 ) also has two major discontinuities at depths close to those determined here. Since this model was determined from surface waves it is stepped rather than smooth and represents probably the coarsest variation of velocity consistent with surface wave data. The actual nature of the discontlnul_ies probably lies between these two extremes. The
CITll model predicts multi-valued travel-time curves over most of the Interval between 14 and 38 degrees. Model Z has only minor later arriving branches.
Since we cannot distinguish betveen these two kinds of models on the basis of first arrivals alone we content ourselves here with a few numerical experiments, mainly to study the effect of the sharpness of the discontinuity. In Figure 6 we shov model Z and two additional models. CIT11CS3 is a smoothed version of CITll, Model Zl is a more abrupt version of model Z. Both differ from model Z primarily in the location and abruptness of the discontinuities. Neithei are designed specifically to satisfy our present data but merely to illustrate the difficulty of interpretation when discor tinuities ar«» present. Figure 7 gives the computed d^/cl^ for these three models. Clearly, later arrivals rust be used to dl.scuss details of transition zones. 
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